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Abstract—We propose a new camera-based biometric: visual signature identification. We discuss the importance of the
parameterization of the signatures in order to achieve good classification results, independently of variations in the position of the camera
with respect to the writing surface. We show that affine arc-length parameterization performs better than conventional time and
Euclidean arc-length ones. We find that the system verification performance is better than 4 percent error on skilled forgeries and
1 percent error on random forgeries, and that its recognition performance is better than 1 percent error rate, comparable to the best
camera-based biometrics.
Index Terms—Systems and applications, active and real-time vision, signature verification, signature recognition, biometrics.
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1 INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION
IDENTIFYING yourself to a machine is the first step of mostautomated transactions. The desire for ever increasing
convenience and security motivates the development of
biometric techniques in order to replace keys, passwords,
and smart cards. The most popular biometric identifica-
tion techniques are face recognition [4], [28], [32],
fingerprint recognition [13], iris recognition [5], retina
recognition [9], speaker identification [3], and signature
verification [16], [18], [29].
Signature verification presents three likely advantages
over other biometric techniques from the point of view of
adoption in the market place. First, it is a socially accepted
identification method already in use in bank and credit card
transactions; second, most of the new generation of portable
computers and personal digital assistants (PDAs) use hand-
writing as the main input channel; third, a signature may be
changed by the user, similarly to a password, while it is not
possible to change fingerprints, iris, or retina patterns.
Therefore, automatic signature verification has the unique
possibility of becoming the method of choice for identifica-
tion in many types of electronic transactions.
Most signature verification systems require either the use
of electronic tablets or digitizers for online capturing [16], or
optical scanners for offline conversion [37]. These interfaces
are bulky (they need to have a footprint at least as large as the
largest signature) and require the presence of dedicated
hardware. Cameras, on the other hand, may be made as small
as a pen cap and are becoming ubiquitous in the current
computer environment. We have demonstrated [20], [24], [25]
the feasibility of building an interface for handwriting using
off-the-shelf camera and frame grabber. This paper explores
the use of the interface for signature verification and
signature recognition, a vision-based personal identification
system that could be integrated as a component of a complete
visual pen-based computer environment.
The literature on signature verification is quite extensive
(see [16], [18], [29] for surveys) and is divided into two main
areas of research: offline and online systems. Offline
systems deal with a static image of the signature; online
systems capture the position of the pen tip as a function of
time. Our system is based on capturing the full motion
sequence of the act of signing and, therefore, it falls in the
second category (see Fig. 1 for a comparison between the
data used by offline and online systems).
Automatic signature verification systems, like all other
biometric verification systems, involve two processing
modes: training and testing. In the training mode, the user
provides signature samples that are used to construct a model
or prototype representing some distinctive characteristics of
his signature. In the testing mode, the user provides a new
signature, along with the alleged identity, and the system
judges the likely authenticity of the presented sample with
respect to the alleged class model. A signature recognition
system differs from a verification system in that it has to find
the corresponding class of each new incoming signature from
a pool of M possible classes. Fig. 2 compares the two systems.
A signature verification or recognition system has to be
designed to meet a set of requirements in terms of
performance, training set size, and robustness conditions
(see [7], [16], [29] for more information on design require-
ments). These specifications are application dependent. The
required performance could vary from 0.01 percent false
acceptance for credit cards authentication systems to 2-
3 percent false acceptance/rejection for an identification
system for a personal desktop computer. The required system
invariance would depend on the signature acquisition set up.
For very restricted acquisition conditions such as fixed
signing location and direction, only invariance with respect
to small changes in signature size would be required. For
more relaxed conditions in which the user could sign in any
place, additional invariance with respect to translation and
rotation of the signature are expected. Finally, for a system
such as the one described in this paper, invariance with
respect to affine deformations is also needed since we
suppose that the location of the camera could change with
regard to the signing surface.
One common characteristic of many online systems for
signature verification is that the training set has a small
number of signature examples. Few users would be willing to
provide more than 5-10 examples of their signature, and even
if they would, the boredom of the repetitive task of signing
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would introduce uncommon distortion in the data; hence,
signatures captured in this condition would not be repre-
sentative of the class of objects to be modeled. This data
dependence on the state of mind of the subject is inherent to
behavioral biometrics like signature verification and speaker
identification; good signature samples may be collected if the
subject is relaxed and motivated, otherwise, the samples
could present a high degree of unusual variability.
A few additional issues need to be resolved in the design of
an online signature verification system. The main ones are the
choice of a parameterization for the signatures, the choice of a
metric to be used for comparing signatures, and, more in
general, the extraction of a model of a complicated and
variable object, such as signatures, from very few training
examples. All these issues are addressed in this paper.
The contributions of this paper are the following: It is the
first study of signature acquisition using a camera, rather than
a tablet or other device; the system is shown to achieve similar
or better verification and recognition performance than other
comparable camera-based identification systems presented
in the literature, e.g., face recognition or hand shape
recognition (iris and fingerprint recognition are more
accurate; however, they require dedicated capture devices
instead of a common multipurpose camera and, therefore, are
not comparable to our system). Moreover, we show that our
system achieves a verification performance that is compar-
able to the best signature verification performances cited in
the literature. We also find that an affine-invariant para-
meterization of the signatures provides a better verification
performance than conventional time parameterization or
Euclidean arc-length parameterization.
This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the
signature acquisition system and the data acquisition proto-
col, Section 3 presents the method used to perform the
comparison between signatures and discusses the different
signature parameterizations, Section 4 describes the system
implementation and the method used to evaluate the
performance of the system, Section 5 provides the
experimental results, and Section 6 discusses the results and
describes possible extensions.
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Fig. 1. Offline and online captured signatures. The top three rows show signatures captured offline with a scanner. The bottom two rows show
signatures captured online with the visual pen-tracking interface. These examples display the changes in the signature pattern from subject to
subject and the variability in the signatures from the same subject. The two first rows show pictures of signatures attributed to Napoleon Bonaparte.
Note that his signatures changed over time from “Bonaparte” to “Napoleon” and, finally, to a simplified script. The third row presents pictures of
signatures from George Washington whose signatures are much more consistent than Napoleon’s. The last two rows show example signatures
collected with the visual pen-tracking interface; the dots represent the captured sample points. The first subject signs inconsistently: loops are
added, deleted, and distorted in the middle of his signatures. The second subject is much more consistent: the overall shape of his signatures is
maintained even though no two signatures are equal.
2 CAPTURING HANDWRITING WITH VISION
Signatures are captured with the system described in [20],
[21], [24], [25]. We briefly review the main characteristics of
the system in this section. Fig. 3 shows a block diagram of
the system and the experimental setup.
The system has been implemented in real time with a
hardware that consists of a video camera, a frame grabber,
and a Pentium II 230 PC. The camera is a commercial Flexcam
ID, manufactured by Videolabs, equipped with manual gain
control. It has a resolution of 480 640 pixels per interlaced
image. The frame grabber is a PXC200 manufactured by
Imagination. The input camera image is digitized by the
grabber and transferred to memory at 60Hz through the
PCI bus. All further computations are performed with the
PC. We achieved a total processing time of 14ms per frame.
The pen tip detection accuracy has been reported ([20], [24])
to be roughly one-tenth of a pixel. The resolution of signature
acquisition is difficult to measure since the size of the
signature in the camera image varies depending on the
position and orientation of the camera. A typical signature
from our experiments occupies about 20 image pixels per
centimeter of signature; hence, the resolution of signature
acquisition is roughly 200 samples per centimeter of
signature.
2.1 Data Collection
We collected two sets of signatures1 with the camera-based
interface in order to evaluate the verification performance of
the system. The first set was used throughout the design,
development,andtuningof thesystem,so theperformanceon
this setmaybeoverly optimisticduetooverfitting. Thesecond
set was captured after the system was fully developed and the
corresponding error rates were computed only once, provid-
ing, in this way, a better estimation of the generalization error
of the system. All data was collected using a fully automatic
experimental set-up in which the subject autonomously
interacted with the windows-based application shown in
Fig. 3b.
The first data set consists of signatures from 56 subjects, 18
of them women and four left handed. Each subject was asked
to provide 25 signatures, 10 to be used as the training set, and
15 to be used as the test set. The second data set consists of
signatures from 50 subjects (no intersection with the first set),
14 of them women and six left handed. Each subject was
asked to provide 30 signatures, 10 to be used as the training set
and 20 to be used as the test set. Fig. 4 shows one signature
from each of the subjects in the two databases (subject s048 of
set 2 was left out from the figure for lack of space, but Figs. 8
and 19 show s048’s signatures).
Thedataforeachsubjectwascollectedinthreesessionsthat
took place on different days. This procedure provides a
sample of the variability of the subject’s signatures, while at
the same time, avoids the distortion produced by the boredom
oftherepetitive taskof signing.The camerawasnot placed ata
fixed position and height; it was changed from subject to
subject and from session to session. Five of the signers
additionally provided 10 forgeries for each of the subjects in
the database (see Figs. 11 and 19 for examples of forgeries).
Each set of forgeries for a particular subject was collected in
one session. The forger was shown the ink trace of a set of real
signatures and given enough time to practice until he felt
comfortable writing the forgeries. The visual tracker was set
upsuchthat thesubject could not remain still in thesameplace
formore than500milliseconds,notallowingthe forger tocopy
the signatures at a very slow speed but rather forcing him to
produce them at normal signing pace. The forger knew that
the system was acquiring the full signing trajectory. The
system performed verification on-the-fly to give the forger
feedback on whether the forgery was accepted as a true
signature.
3 SIGNATURE COMPARISON
Comparing two signatures is not easy. Signatures may
differ in many ways, even if they are generated by the same
subject. Possible differences include variations in length,
additions and deletions of portions of them, and changes in
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Fig. 2. Verification versus recognition. (a) Signature verification system. The training set is used to extract the subject’s prototype signature. A
new signature provided along with the claimed identity is compared with the corresponding prototype and classified as a true signature or a forgery.
(b) Signature recognition system. The prototypes are extracted in the same way as in the verification system. A new signature is compared with
the prototypes from different subjects and is assigned to the class with maximum similarity score.
1. The signatures used in this paper are publicly available for academic
use at http://www.vision.caltech.edu/mariomu/research/data/.
velocity due to pauses or hesitations of the writer. Fig. 1
shows examples of this variability.
Different methods have been proposed in the literature
in order to provide a measure of the similarity between two
signatures. Neural networks, hidden Markov models,
elastic matching, regional correlation, and dynamic pro-
gramming are some of the algorithms used to compare
signatures. In particular, Dynamic Programming Matching
(DPM) is a technique that finds correspondence between
samples points of two signatures, using some predefined
metric. Given this correspondence, it is possible to calculate
a “distance” between the signatures. The use of DPM for
comparison of time functions was initially proposed in the
field of speech recognition by Sakoe and Chiba [33] and is
described in detail in by Rabiner and Juang in [31] with the
name of Dynamic Time Warping (DTW). DPM has been
successfully used for signature verification by many
researchers [7], [8], [11], [19], [22], [23], [26], [27], [34], [39];
we use this technique to establish correspondence between
signatures acquired with our visual pen-tracking system.
Sato and Kogure [34] proposed to use DPM in order to
align the shape of signatures consisting only of pen-down
strokes, after having normalized the data with respect to
translation, rotation, trend, and scale. They further used the
result of DPM to compute the alignment of the pressure
function and to calculate a measure of the difference in
writing motion. They perform the classification based on
three measures: the residual distance between shapes after
time alignment, the residual distance between pressure
functions, and the distance between writing motions.
Parizeau and Plamondon [27] evaluated the use of DPM
for signature verification by aligning either horizontal or
vertical position (xt, yt), horizontal or vertical velocity
(vxt, vyt), or horizontal or vertical acceleration (axt,
ayt). In their work, they used complete signing trajectories,
consisting of both pen-down and pen-up strokes.
Hastie et al. [8] obtained a statistical model of signatures
that allows for variations in the speed of writing as well as
affine transformations. DPM was used to find the
correspondence between speed signals of pairs of signatures.
The distance measure provided by DPM was used as the
classification parameter. During training, the signature with
the lowest distance to all others was chosen as the reference
and its speed signal was used to perform letter segmentation.
All other signatures were also segmented into letters by using
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Fig. 3. Vision-based signature acquisition system. (a) Block diagram of the system. The camera provides a sequence of images to the
initialization/preprocessing stage. This block initializes the system, i.e., it finds the initial position of the pen and selects the template (rectangular
subregion of the image) corresponding to the pen tip. The initialization method is a semiautomatic one that requires a small amount of user cooperation.
We display the image captured by the camera on the screen of the computer as shown on (b) and a rectangular box is overlaid at a particular location on
the image. The user is required to place the pen tip inside the displayed box, ready to start writing. The system detects when the pen enters into the box
and selects the template used to perform tracking. In subsequent frames, the preprocessing stage extracts the region of interest in which the tip
detector obtains the current position of the pen tip. Assuming that the changes in size and orientation of the pen tip during the sequence of images are
small, the most likely position of the pen tip in each frame is given by the location of the maximum of the correlation between the template and the region
of interest. The filter is a recursive estimator that predicts the position of the tip in the next frame based on an estimate of the current position, velocity,
and acceleration of the pen. The filter also estimates the most likely position of the pen tip for missing frames. Finally, the last block of our system
performs signature verification. (b) Graphical user interface. GUI of the windows-based application that implements our system. The biggest window
is a Dialog Box that allows the user to input parameters and run commands; a second window is used to show the image that the camera is providing to
the system; the last window shows the captured trajectory. The GUI allows the subjects to autonomously use the system for data collection.
(c) Experimental setup. The camera is looking at a piece of paper in which the user is signing with a common pen. The image captured by the camera
is shown on the GUI to provide visual feedback to the user. The system does not require any calibration. The user has the flexibility of arranging the
relative positions of the camera and the piece of paper in order to write comfortably provided that the system has a clear sight of the pen tip.
the correspondence provided by DPM. Letter templates were
extracted from the segmented signatures and were used for
comparison and classification during testing.
Huang and Yan [11] presented the use of DPM for
matching signature strokes by finding a warp path that, at
the same time, minimizes the cost of aligning the shape, the
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Fig. 4. Signature databases. Signatures collected with the camera-based interface.
velocities, and the accelerations of the individual strokes.
Pen-up strokes are merged with pen-down strokes in the
preprocessing phase of their algorithm.
Nalwa [26] parameterized the pen-down strokes of the
signature using arc length instead of time; a number of
characteristic functions such as coordinates of the center of
mass, torque, and moments of inertia were computed using a
sliding computational window and a moving coordinate
frame. A simultaneous DPM over arc-length of all these
characteristic functions for the two signatures under compar-
ison provided a measure of similarity to be used for
classification.
Summarizing, DPM has been used to match position,
velocity, speed, acceleration, pressure, as well as other
functions derived from the signatures. Some researchers
used only the pen-down strokes for matching, while some
others used the full signing trajectory. Some systems normal-
ized the signatures with respect to translation, rotation, trend,
or scale. Time parameterization of the signatures has been
used by most researchers with the exception of Nalwa [26]
that parameterized the signatures in arc-length.
Our implementationof DPMfor signatureverification [20],
[22], [23] attempts to perform the best alignment of the 2D
shape of the signatures using a translation-invariant measure
of curve similarity, i.e., we find the time warping function that
has the minimum cost of aligning the planar curves that
represent signatures. The translation-invariant distance was
proposed by Serra and Berthod [35], and it is described in
Section 3.1. We note that the pen-up strokes drawn by each
subject were as consistent as the pen-down strokes, as shown
in Fig. 5. This observation agrees with the evidence [18] that
signatures are produced as a ballistic or reflex action, with
minimal visual feedback; therefore, we use the full signing
trajectory in our experiments. We observed that, on average,
users were very consistent in their style of signing: They wrote
their signatures with a similar slant, in a similar amount of
time, with similar dimensions, and with a similar motion.
At the beginning of each data collection session, the
subject was allowed to adjust the camera until reaching a
comfortable signing position. The movement of the camera
introduced rotation and affine distortion to the signatures
that needed to be compensated by the system. Section 3.2
describes the normalization of the signatures for rotation
and Section 3.3 introduces a parameterization of the
signatures that increases the robustness of the system with
respect to affine deformations.
3.1 Curve Matching Using Dynamic Programming
Given two signatures, we regard them as two-dimensional
discretized curves C1  fXi; i  1;    ; Nxg and C2
fYj; j1;    ; Nyg as in Fig. 6a. Let us assume that we have
a warping or correspondence map   t; s between C1
and C2, such that a point Xtk 2 C1 corresponds to
a point Ysk 2 C2, for k 2 f1;    ; Ng, tk 2 f1;    ; Nxg,
sk 2 f1;    ; Nyg. Let Xtk correspond to Ysk and Xtkÿ1
correspond to Yskÿ1 as shown in Fig. 6a; let us define the
elementary distance dtkÿ1; skÿ1; tk; sk between two sig-
nature segments as in (1) and let us define the similarity
measure between the two curves given , DC1; C2, as the
sum of elementary distances shown by (2).
dtkÿ1; skÿ1; tk; sk  kXtkYsk
!ÿXtkÿ1Yskÿ1!k2 1
DC1; C2 4
XN
k2
dtkÿ1; skÿ1; tk; sk

XN
k2
kXtkYsk
!ÿXtkÿ1Yskÿ1!k2: 2
Having defined the distance between curves given the
warping function   t; s, the actual problem to solve is:
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Fig. 5. Consistency of pen-up strokes. Examples of signatures acquired with the visual interface and corresponding images captured by the camera
after finishing the acquisition. The images show the ink trace left on the paper, i.e., they display only the pen-down strokes of the signatures. The
signature plots show the complete signing trajectories captured by the interface; these trajectories consists both of pen-down and pen-up strokes. The
pen-up strokes of the signatures are as consistent as the pen-down ones; hence, we use the complete signing trajectory to perform signature verification
and recognition.
Find the function  that minimizes DC1; C2 and obtain the
resulting minimum distance between the curves. The matching
process may be visualized on the “warping plane” of Fig. 6b
where tk is represented on the x-axis and sk is represented
on the y-axis. The set of sample points on C1 and C2 defines
a grid on the warping plane; the correspondence function 
joins different nodes of the grid and defines a curve or a
path on this plane that is parameterized by k 2 f1;    ; Ng; if
the warping path crosses one vertex i; j of the grid, it
means that point Xi 2 C1 corresponds to Yj 2 C2. Fig. 7
shows an example of DPM applied to two signatures.
Let us summarize the Dynamic Programming Matching
algorithm. In order to backtrack the warping path after
obtaining the minimum distance, the algorithm needs to
recall the parent node of each point i; j within the allowed
region of the warping plane. Let us store the parent node of
point i; j in i; j.
1. Initialization:
D1; 1  0;
1; 1  1; 1:
2. Recursion: for 1  i  Nx, 1  j  Ny, such that i
and j stay within the allowed grid and follow a
predefined set of constraints, compute:
Di; j  min
Diÿ 1; j  diÿ 1; j; i; j
Diÿ 1; jÿ 1  diÿ 1; jÿ 1; i; j
Di; jÿ 1  di; jÿ 1; i; j;
8><>:
i; j  argmin
Diÿ 1; j  diÿ 1; j; i; j
Diÿ 1; jÿ 1  diÿ 1; jÿ 1; i; j
Di; jÿ 1  di; jÿ 1; i; j:
8><>:
3. Termination:
DC1; C2  DNx;Ny;
1  Nx;Ny:
4. Path Backtracking:
do k1  k until k1  1; 1:
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Fig. 6. Curve correspondence. (a) Correspondence between the two curves C1 and C2. (b) Matching process on the warping plane. The diagonal
dot and dashed line shows the linear correspondence between the curves; the solid line shows the optimal matching obtained with Dynamic
Programming Matching. The correspondence function is parameterized by k 2 f1;    ; Ng.
Fig. 7. Dynamic Programming Matching (DPM) example. Two signatures from subject s030 matched with DPM. The first column shows the
horizontal coordinate ui of both signatures before and after matching; the second column shows the vertical coordinate vi of both signatures
before and after matching. The upper plot of the third column shows the signatures. The lower plot of the third column shows the optimal time
warping function compared with a linear matching function. We note that the matching is quite good regardless of the differences in ui and vi. The
remaining mismatch between these signals accounts for the differences in shape of the signatures.
3.2 Rotation Normalization
The distance defined by (2) is not invariant to rotation, so we
need to normalize each signature with respect to rotation. The
normalization is performed by extracting the axis of least
inertia of the signature and rotating the curve until this axis
coincides with the horizontal axis. Given the curve
C  fXi  ui
vi
 
; i  1;    ; Ng:
Let u  1N
PN
i1 ui and v  1N
PN
i1 vi be the coordinates of
the center of mass of the signature. It can be shown (see
[10]) that the orientation of the axis of least inertia is given
by the orientation of the least eigenvector of the matrix
I  u2 uv
uv v2
 
;
where u2  1N
PN
i1ui ÿ u2, v2  1N
PN
i1vi ÿ v2, and
uv  1N
PN
i1ui ÿ uvi ÿ v are the second order mo-
ments of the signature.
Experiments 1 and 2 compare the performance of the
verification system with and without normalization for
rotation. This normalization is not always successful since it
assumes that the signatures have a clearly defined axis of least
inertia. Fig. 8 shows a subject (s024 2 set 1) for which the
rotation normalization works quite well and another subject
(s048 2 set 2) for which the rotation normalization fails.
Subject s048 is the only one in our two sets of signatures for
whom the rotation normalization fails. The individual equal
error rates for subject s048 are 5.75 percent for skilled
forgeries and 0.75 percent for random forgeries. For this
subject, rotation normalization makes several authentic
signatures appear quite dissimilar from the prototype
signature extracted from the training set; therefore, the
system classifies these signatures as forgeries, making the
error rate be high. Subject s048 was not excluded from any of
the experiments presented in Section 5.
3.3 Signature Parameterization
Having normalized the signatures for rotation, the reposi-
tioning of the camera could still introduce affine deforma-
tion to the signatures as shown in Fig. 9. This section
describes a parameterization of the signatures that incorpo-
rates a certain degree of invariance with respect to affine
transformations into the system.
In most of the previous signature verification and
recognition work, a time-based parameterization of the
signatures under comparison has been used. There is no
clear reason for using this parameterization other than the
convenience of being automatically provided by the capture
device, the assumption that each time sample contains an
identical amount of information, or both. To our knowledge,
only Nalwa [26] used an arc-length parameterization of the
signatures for computing the distinctive functions proposed
in his paper. Arc-length parameterization of the signature is
only loosely dependent on time and on the dynamics of
signing, even though it maintains the causality of the
signature’s generation. The weak dependence on the
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Fig. 8. Rotation normalization. The signatures in the first row are the original ones captured with the visual tracker and the signatures on the
second row are the corresponding ones after rotation normalization. The dotted line shows the axis of least inertia of the original signatures. The
normalization works quite well for subject s024’s signatures and fails for subject s048’s signatures.
Fig. 9. Affine distortion of the signatures. Example signatures captured varying the position of the camera. The signatures are shown after
rotation normalization. The first row shows the effect of zooming into the writing surface. The first two subjects of the second row present the effect of
horizontal scaling. The last subject of the second row displays the effect of shear.
dynamics of signing seems contrary to the traditional idea
that pen dynamics is a key element in detecting forgeries.
However, the use of the arc-length parameterization is a first
step toward achieving invariance with respect to Euclidean
transformations of the signatures. Going one step further, we
could use a parameterization that provides a certain degree of
invariance with respect to affine transformations of the
signatures. This parameterization has been described in the
literature [2] and has been called affine arc-length by Pollick
and Sapiro [30].
Several studies (see [15], [30], [38] and references therein)
show that the generation and perception of planar move-
ments by humans involve a direct relationship between the
tangential velocity of the hand and the radius of curvature of
the planar curve. Experimental results show that the
tangential velocity decreases as the curvature increases. A
mathematical fitting of these results gives rise to a power law
in which the tangential velocity is proportional to the 13 power
of the radius of curvature. While the relationship between
these two quantities is very intuitive, there is no clear
explanation for the exact factor 13 in the power law. Pollick
and Sapiro [30] showed that this power law precisely implied
motion at a constant affine velocity, i.e., that curves with equal
affine length would be drawn in equal time. The main
question is why affine parameters seem to be embedded in
the representation of planar motion. One possible explana-
tion presented in [30] notes that affine transformations are
obtained when a planar object is rotated and translated in
space, and then projected into the eye via parallel projection.
This approximated model for the human visual system is
valid when the object is flat enough and away from the eye, as
in the case of drawing and planar point motions. These
observations are the main motivation for using affine arc-
length in our experiments.
Arc-length parameterization of curves is a standard
practice in differential geometry [14], [17]. Let us briefly
describe the relations used to reparameterize the signatures
on Euclidean2 and affine arc-lengths (adapted from [30]). A
planar curve may be defined as the locus of points
Cp  up
vp
 
2 IR2;
with p 2 0; 1. Different parameterizations p define the same
curve but give rise to different velocities along the curve @C@p .
Given an increasing function qp : 0; 1 ! 0; 1, the curve
defined byCq  Cqpwill be the same as the one defined
Cp, even though the velocities along the curve will be
different @C@p 6 @C@q . One of the best-known curve parameter-
izations is the Euclidean arc-length  defined such that the
curve is traveled with constant velocity, i.e., k @C@ k  1. The
Euclidean arc-length parameterization defines a curve length
that is invariant with respect to rotations and translations
(Euclidean transformations). Given a curve parameterized
with an arbitrary parameterization p, we use the relation
p  R p0 k @Ct@t k dt in order to reparameterize it in Euclidean
arc-length.
If we allow for affine transformations rather than Eu-
clidean ones, the Euclidean length  is not invariant any more.
A new parameterization s on affine arc-length is defined such
that the resultant affine curve length is invariant with respect
to affine transformations. Given the curve with an arbitrary
parameterization p, the reparameterization in affine arc-
length s is defined by the condition
 @C
@s  @
2C
@s2
  1, which
means that the area of the parallelogram defined by the
vectors @C@s and
@2C
@s2
is constant. The reparameterization of the
curve is obtained with the relation sp  R p0  @C@t  @2C@t2 13 dt,
this equation is singular for the case of straight lines since the
vectors @C@s and
@2C
@s2
are collinear; hence, we thresholded the
minimum value of the vector product in order to avoid the
singularity. In our experiments, we found only one signature
for which the thresholding was necessary.
Fig. 10 shows two signatures acquired with the visual
tracking system and the corresponding reparameterizations
on Euclidean and affine arc-length. The average Euclidean
and affine displacement between sample points were
extracted from each subject’s training set and were used
to reparameterize the corresponding subject’s signatures
and forgeries. Signature matching using DPM is performed
after reparameterization of the signatures.
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Fig. 10. Signature parameterizations. The first column shows two original signatures parameterized in time (the signatures are presented after
rotation normalization). The second and third columns display the signatures parameterized in Euclidean and affine arc-length, respectively. The affine
arc-length parameterization assigns fewer points to straight segments than to curved ones, i.e., more samples are assigned to fine details of the
signatures.
2. The standard arc-length parameterization of curves, that was used by
Nalwa in his system, is called Euclidean arc-length in this paper in order to
differentiate it from the affine arc-length.
4 SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION AND PERFORMANCE
EVALUATION
4.1 Training
During training, the system must learn a representation of the
training set that yields minimum generalization error. DPM
provides correspondence between two signatures; hence,
acquisition noise could be reduced by averaging the
signatures along the warping path; the mean signature would
be a more robust representation of the class. In the case in
which there are more than two examples in the training set,
the mean signature could be computed if we have corre-
spondence among all examples; however, there is no clear
way of establishing this type of correspondence. In principle,
one could think of performing the simultaneous matching of
all the examples working on anN-dimensional tensor instead
of a matrix. The disadvantage of this approach is that it is
difficult to define the elementary distance associated to the
arc joining two nodes of this tensor.
We propose a suboptimal training procedure: We perform
only pairwise matching in order to find all pairwise mean
signatures from the training set; the mean signature that
yields minimum alignment cost with all the remaining
signatures in the training set is chosen as a reference.
Correspondence across all signatures in the training set is
obtained by placing the signatures in correspondence with
the reference signature; the prototype that represents the
training set is computed as the mean of the aligned signatures.
The warping path provided by DPM may be noninvertible; in
other words, we could have many samples of one signature
that are in correspondence with only one sample of the
reference signature and vice versa. In order to compute the
prototype, we take all points from all the signatures in the
training set that are in correspondence with each particular
sample of the reference; the mean of all these points provides
the corresponding sample of the prototype; the standard
deviation of all these samples is used later to compute the
weighted correlation measure between signatures. Fig. 11
shows several examples of signatures, training prototypes,
and corresponding skilled forgeries.
The prototype and the local standard deviation summar-
ize the local statistics of the matching process among
signatures in the training set. The individual residual
distances between signatures in the training set and the
prototype are collected in order to estimate global statistics
of the alignment process. We extract the median and the
median absolute deviation (MAD) of these distances in
order to use them as normalizing factors for classification
(see Section 4.5). We also use these distances to define the
rejection threshold for the field test presented in the
experiments. The threshold is user-dependent and is set
equal to the mean of the distances plus five times the
standard deviation of the distances.
4.2 Testing
Depending on the availability of data, a signature verifica-
tion system can be validated with different types of
forgeries (see [29]). The two most common types of
forgeries are Random Forgeries, where the forger uses his
own signature as the signature to be verified, and Skilled
Forgeries, where the forger tries and practices imitating as
closely as possible the static and dynamic information of the
true signature. We used both types of forgeries in the
experiments described in Section 5.
The verification performance of the system was evalu-
ated both for each subject individually and for the whole
data sets. Error trade-off curves were obtained with both
random and skilled forgeries. The test set and the forgeries
set for each subject were used to obtain the curves for
skilled forgeries and to gather the field test error rates; the
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Fig. 11. Prototype signatures. The first column displays signatures captured with the visual tracker and the last column presents corresponding skilled
forgeries. The central columns show the prototype signature obtained with the method described in Section 4.1. The local horizontal and vertical
standard deviation are overimposed on the prototype in order to show the stability of the training algorithm. The prototypes of s025 and s021 appear
“noisy,” presenting a great variation of the local standard deviation. In contrast, the prototype of s027 is more stable, presenting a more constant value of
local standard deviation. The “noiseness” of the prototypes is in part due to the method used to compute the prototype, in part due to the variability of the
signatures in the training set, and in part due to the quantization effect produced by the discrete temporal and spatial sampling of the signatures.
test set and all signatures from other subjects were used to
obtain the curves for random forgeries. The test sets were
used to evaluate the recognition performance of the system.
Time duration of the signatures was used in order to screen
gross forgeries and to speed up the experiments. The mean
time duration of each subject’s signature was extracted from
the training set. Each signature under test was checked to
have its time duration within three standard deviations of the
mean duration for the corresponding subject. Signatures that
fell outside this bound were rejected as forgeries while
signatures within bounds were matched to the prototype
using DPM. This gross screening reduced the number of
DPM comparisons to be performed by approximately
40 percent and did not generate any false rejection.
4.3 Error Rates
Signature verification is a two-class pattern recognition
problem, one class consisting of genuine signatures and the
other consisting of forgeries. The performance of a verifica-
tion system is generally evaluated with Type I and Type II
error rates. The Type I error rate, or False Rejection Rate
(FRR), measures the number of genuine signatures classi-
fied as forgeries as a function of the classification threshold.
The Type II error rate, or False Acceptance Rate (FAR),
evaluates the number of false signatures classified as real
ones as a function of the classification threshold.
The curve of FAR as a function of FRR, using the
classification threshold as a parameter, is called the error
trade-off curve. In practice, this curve is often simplified into
a number, the equal error rate (EER), that is the error rate at
which the percentage of false accepts equals the percentage
of false rejects. The equal error rate provides an estimate of
the statistical performance of the algorithm, i.e., it provides
an estimate of its generalization error. Fig. 12 shows typical
curves of FRR and FAR as a function of the classification
threshold and the corresponding error trade-off curve.
A different characterization of the verification perfor-
mance of the system is provided by an actual field test, i.e., a
test that resembles the actual deployment and implementa-
tion of the system in a real environment. A single rejection
threshold is extracted from the training set and is kept fixed
during the test; thus, the field test performance corresponds
to a point in the error trade-off curve as it is shown in
Experiment 5.
Signature recognition is an M-class pattern recognition
problem in which the system has to select the class to which a
given signature belongs. Signature recognition is a harder
problem than signature verification since the system does not
know in advance the alleged class of a given example. The
recognition error rate, that measures the number of mis-
classified signatures, is the parameter used to evaluate the
recognition performance of the system. Signature recogni-
tion results are presented on Experiment 6.
4.4 Duplicated Examples
One common problem of many online systems for signature
verification is the large number of examples required to both
obtain a reliable model for a signature and assess the
performance of the algorithm. We have to build a signature
model that performs well in practice and we have to infer the
generalization error of the system, all with very few
examples. If we knew that the model that we are building
should be invariant with respect to some transformation of
the data, we could increase the number of examples in both
the training and test sets by using Duplicate Examples (see
[1]). The prototype signature is extracted from the training
set as described on Section 4.1 using only the captured
signatures that are assigned to the training set. Duplicated
examples are use in training to estimate the in-sample
statistics of the matching process; duplicated examples are
used in testing to increase the size of the true signatures and
skilled forgeries test sets.
In our experiments, we used two transformations to obtain
duplicated examples. One of the transformations is a time
origin translation since our system should be insensitive to the
particular instant of time in which we started acquiring the
signature. New signatures were obtained by resampling
captured ones using a spline interpolation. The other
transformation is an affine deformation of the signatures
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Fig. 12. Graphical representation of the verification error rates.
(a) FRR and FAR versus classification threshold. Clearly, we can
tradeoff one type of error for the other type of error: Accepting every
signature implies a 0 percent FRR and a 100 percent FAR; rejecting every
signature implies a 100 percent FRR and a 0 percent FAR. (b) Error trade-
off curve. It provides the behavior of the algorithm for any operating
regime and it is the best descriptor of the performance of the system.
Fig. 13. Duplicated examples. The first plot shows the original signature captured with the visual tracker. The second plot displays the position of
the new samples when performing time origin shifting. The third and fourth plots show the result of applying a horizontal and a vertical affine scaling
to the original signature. The fifth plot presents the result of applying both scalings at the same time. The maximum and minimum values of scaling
were estimated from the training set.
since the modification of the position of the camera from
acquisition to acquisition introduces affine deformation in the
data. Since all signatures are normalized for rotation, only
affine scaling is used to generate duplicate examples. The
horizontal and vertical scale ranges of each subject’s
signatures were extracted from the training set. Affine-scaling
duplicated examples were generated by uniformly sampling
the scale ranges. Fig. 13 shows a signature captured with the
tracking system and a set of duplicated examples obtained by
time origin shifting and affine scaling.
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Fig. 14. (a) Performance of different parameterizations. Error trade-off curves for the described parameterizations. The error rates are high since no
rotation normalization was used in the experiment. The curves present a staircase pattern since the number of test examples is only 10-15. Euclidean
arc-length is the parameterization that performs best in all cases. (b) Performance with rotation normalization. Error trade-off curves produced with
rotation normalization. The error rates are generally smaller than the ones of Experiment 1, with the only exception of the random forgeries test of
Euclidean arc-length on set 2. Overall, rotation normalization improves the performance of the system, especially in the skilled forgeries case.
Euclidean arc-length is the parameterization that presents the best performance on both sets. (c) Performance with duplicated examples. Error
trade-off curves obtained using duplicated examples to generate extra signatures for the true signatures and skilled forgeries test sets. Rotation
normalization is applied on the signatures in this experiment. The change in the error rates is expected since the experiments presented in (a) and
(b) have a much coarser representation of the curves. The addition of duplicate examples adds a much finer representation of the FRR curves and of the
FAR curve for skilled forgeries and, therefore, there is a better characterization of the error rates. Note that the error rates are, in most cases, bigger than
the error rates of Experiment 2, but smaller than the error rates of Experiment 1. Euclidean arc-length is the parameterization that performs best for all
cases. (d) Performance with multiple distances. Error trade-off curves obtained using multiple distances for classification. The error rates are
smaller than the ones of Experiment 3, presenting a relative decrease of 35 percent on average for skilled forgeries and a relative decrease of 65
percent on average for random forgeries. Affine arc-length is the parameterization that achieves the best overall performance. The error rates obtained
with random forgeries show that the system has good discrimination capabilities and could be used for signature recognition.
4.5 Distance Measures
The residual distance after DPM is the classification
parameter used in the first three experiments presented
on Section 5. However, many other similarity measures
could be used once correspondence between samples has
been established. The fourth experiment presents the
performance of the system using four different measures:
the resulting distance after DPM between the prototype and
the test signature; the weighted correlation between the
prototype and the test signature; the cosine distance [36]
between the prototype and the test signature; and the
weighted correlation between the prototype and the test
signature after having performed a Procrustes transforma-
tion [6] on them. The weighting function represents the
stability of each point of the prototype; it is computed as the
reciprocal of the local standard deviation. The Procrustes
transformation provides the optimal, in the least-squares
sense, Euclidean transformation (translation, rotation, and
scaling) between the prototype and the test signature, given
the correspondence between their samples.
These similarity measures are boiled down to a single
parameter by the use of the harmonic mean [26]. Given two
distances d1 and d2, the weighted harmonic mean d of d1 and
d2 is defined as
1
d  11d1  12d2 , where 1 and 2 are the
weighting factors. The definition of weighted harmonic
mean can be generalized to more than two distances as
1
d 
P
i
1
idI
. The weighting factors normalize the distances
to comparable values. In our system, we compute the
median absolute deviation (MAD) of the distances in the
training set and we use the reciprocals of the MAD as the
corresponding weighting factors i.
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Fig. 15. Individual performances. Equal error rates for each subject obtained using multiple distances. The error rates are shown in a semilog scale
for better visualization (The 0 percent error rate points have been plotted at 0.001 percent and the vertical axis has been relabeled accordingly). The
subject with worst performance for skilled forgeries and affine arc-length (subject s026 from set 2) has an error rate of 11 percent. The skilled
forgeries error rates for affine arc-length are below 1 percent for 75 percent of the subjects (only 15 subjects in set 1 and 12 subjects in set 2 have
skilled forgeries error rates bigger than 1 percent). Only one subject in set 1 and five subjects in set 2 have random forgeries error rates different from
0 percent (only one subject in set 2 has random forgeries error rate bigger than 1percent).
Fig. 16. Variability of the verification EER for skilled forgeries. This figure shows the variation in the EER of the system when the worst-
performing subjects are excluded from the experiments. The plots show the EER obtained with the complete data sets, with the best 95 percent of
the subjects, and with the best 90 percent of the subjects. An approximately 10 percent relative improvement in the performance of the system is
achieved when excluding the three worst subjects from each data set; such a variation in performance is due to the relatively small size of the data
sets and underlines the impact of the individual subject’s performances on the overall error rate; bigger sets of signatures should be used in order to
obtain performance measures that are less sensitive to individual error rates. Affine arc-length parameterization achieves the lowest error rates in all
cases. Euclidean arc-length parameterization is always better than time parameterization.
Fig. 17. Performance of the various distances. Error trade-off curves for the distances used Experiment 4 obtained with affine arc-length
parameterization. The resulting distance after DPM of the prototype and the test signature is the individual distance that performs worst; the harmonic
mean takes the best of each distance and merges it into a single parameter that achieves a better performance than any of the individual distances.
5 EXPERIMENTS
The signatures from each subject were divided into a
training and a test set. The first 10 captured signatures were
allocated to the training set and the remaining ones were
assigned to the test set. This division is similar to the actual
operation of a real verification system in which the first
signature examples would be used to train the system and
the following ones would be used to test the system.
Several experiments are conducted in order to evaluate the
verification performance of the parameterizations, the ver-
ification performance of rotation normalization, and the
verification performance of the proposed distance measures.
We present the verification results in Fig. 14 by using the error
trade-off curves, showing only the portion of the curves that is
most informative; we display the curves for skilled and
random forgeries. The first two columns of the figure
corresponds to set 1 and the last two columns corresponds
to set 2; the equal error rate (EER) condition is indicated with a
circle. A separate experiment shows the field test verification
performance of the system. Another experiment presents the
recognition performance of the system.
We show performance on set 1 and set 2 separately because
set 1 was used throughout the design and tuning of the
system, while set 2 was used only once during the final
evaluation phase.
Experiment 1. Performance as a function of parameter-
ization. Fig. 14a shows the error trade-off curves obtained
with the parameterizations described above. No normal-
ization for rotation was used in the experiment. The curves
present a staircase pattern since no duplicated examples were
used and, therefore, the number of test examples was small.
Experiment 2. Performance using rotation normaliza-
tion. Fig. 14b shows the error trade-off curves obtained with
rotation normalization. The error rates are smaller than the
ones presented in Experiment 1; thus, rotation normalization
improves the performance of the system since most signa-
tures on our data sets have a clearly defined axis of least
inertia. Note that rotation normalization is performed before
reparameterizing the signatures on either Euclidean or affine
arc-length.
Experiment 3. Performance using duplicate examples.
Fig. 14c shows the error trade-off curves obtained with
duplicated examples. We generated duplicate examples
both for training and testing, using the two transformations
described in Section 4.4. We produced 19 duplicate
examples (four examples of time-origin shift, five examples
of horizontal affine scaling, five examples of vertical affine
scaling, and five examples of horizontal and vertical affine
scaling) for each captured signature or forgery. We did not
use duplicate examples to generate random forgeries since
we have enough data to reliably estimate the FAR. The error
rates are generally slightly bigger than the error rates of
Experiment 2 due to the increase in size of the test sets.
Experiment 4. Performance using different distance
measures. Fig. 14d presents the error trade-off curves
obtained using the similarity measures described in Section
4.5. The harmonic mean of the distances is used as the
classification parameter. The best performance is achieved
by affine arc-length parameterization of the signatures. The
individual equal error rates for each subject are presented in
Fig. 15. The variation of the equal error rates obtained by
excluding the worst 5 percent and 10 percent of the subjects
is shown in Fig. 16. The error trade-off curves for each of the
distances obtained with affine arc-length are presented in
Fig. 17 where we observe that the harmonic mean of the
distances provides quite an improvement in performance.
Experiment 5. Performance using tablet-captured signa-
tures. This experiment is designed to investigate whether the
signatures captured with the camera-based interface provide
as much information as the ones captured with a conventional
tablet digitizer, from the signature verification point of view.
A third data set of signatures was collected from 38 subjects
using a Wacom digitizer (active area: 153:6 204:8 mm;
resolution: 50 lpmm; accuracy:  0.25 mm; and maximum
report rate: 205 points/second). Each subject provided
20 signatures, 10 to be used as the training set and 10 to be
used as the test set. The signatures were collected by students
of a class offered at Caltech over a period of three years,
following a procedure similar to the one described on
Section 2.1. Three signers provided 10 forgeries for each of
the subjects in the data set.
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Fig. 18. Performance for tablet-captured data. Error trade-off curves
obtained using multiple distances. Affine arc-length is the parameteriza-
tion that provides the best performance, in agreement with the
experimental results of Experiment 4. The size of the tablet-captured
data set is 25 percent smaller than each of the visually-captured data
sets; therefore, a bigger number of signatures is needed to perform a
more accurate comparison of performance.
TABLE 1
Field Test Verification Performance
The rejection threshold used for this experiment is automatically
determined and user-dependent. The mean and the standard deviation
of the distances between the prototype and the signatures in the training
set define the threshold, that is set equal to the mean plus five times the
standard deviation. The error rates shown in the table correspond to a
single point of the error trade-off curves. The trade-off between false
rejection and false acceptance rates is clearly noticeable when one
compares the error rates presented in the table with the EER values
shown on Figs. 14 and 18. Note that the error rates presented in the
table were obtained using skilled forgeries.
TABLE 2
Recognition Error Rates
Following previous experiments, signatures were normalized for rotation
before reparameterization and multiple distances were used for classifi-
cation. Only true signatures were used in the experiment. Affine arc-length
is the parameterization that achieves best recognition performance.
The experiment was conducted following the same
experimental protocol used on Experiment 4, i.e., the full
signing trajectory (both pen-down and pen-up strokes) was
used, rotation normalization was applied prior to repar-
ameterization and matching, duplicated examples were
added to the true signatures and skilled forgeries test sets,
and multiple distances were used for classification. Only
the position signal provided by the tablet was used in the
experiment; the pressure signal was discarded in order to
make a fair comparison of the performances obtained with
the two types of capture systems. Fig. 18 presents the error
trade-off curves that show that affine arc-length is the
parameterization that achieves the best performance.
Experiment 6. Signature verification field test. Table 1
shows the performance of the system for a field test
experiment performed with the signature databases. The
decision threshold used to classify the signatures was
extracted from the training set in a user-dependent fashion
as described in Section 4.1. The error rates obtained in this
experiment account for just a single point of the error trade-
off curves shown in Figs. 14d and 18.
Experiment 7. Signature recognition performance.
Table 2 presents the recognition performance of the system
for the three described data sets. We compute the
recognition error rates on both the training and the test
sets. In agreement with the results of previous experiments,
affine arc-length is the parameterization that achieves best
recognition performance.
5.1 Discussion
A comparison with other camera-based biometrics systems
that are similar to our system in terms of experimental
set-up,3 such as face recognition and hand shape recognition,
is presented on Table 3. From these data, it would appear that
visual signature recognition is as reliable or more reliable
than other camera-based biometrics.
The performance obtained with both Euclidean and affine
arc-length parameterizations is shown to be always superior
than the performance obtained with time parameterization.
Fig. 19 shows examples of signatures from the visually-
captured data sets for which the algorithm has a verification
error rate greater than 5 percent.
The verification error rates obtained with tablet-captured
signatures are bigger than the error rates of visually-captured
ones. The tablet-captured database has fewer examples than
the visually-captured ones; hence, data sets of similar size
should be used to provide a fairer comparison. In any case, the
error rates achieved by our system are comparable4 to the best
signature verification performances presented in the litera-
ture [7], [8], [11], [16], [18], [19], [26], [27], [29], [34], [39].
The error rates are quite encouraging, providing evi-
dence that the system is a good candidate for camera-based
user identification. A more reliable estimate of the general-
ization error should be computed using bigger data sets,
e.g., a data set of more than 2,000 subjects is needed to
achieve a sensitivity lower than 1 percent using 20 test
signatures per subject. Such scale of testing is justified in the
context of an industrial R&D project.
6 CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER WORK
We have presented the performance of a novel vision-based
biometric technique for personal identification. The system
does not require any dedicated hardware, unlike fingerprint
verification, iris, or retina scanning systems, but rather a
conventional camera which may be already in use for
security, video conferencing, or other applications. We have
shown recognition error rates of 1 percent, a result that
indicates that the algorithm is quite able to discriminate
whether a signature belongs to a certain class (or, in other
words, to a certain subject). We have also presented
verification error rates that are better than 3.95 percent for
skilled forgeries and better than 0.84 percent for random
forgeries. Such performance is comparable if not better than
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TABLE 3
Comparison of Our Novel Camera-Based Biometrics with Other Camera-Based Biometrics Presented in the Literature
3. Note that comparison of performances across systems that use
different data (faces, hand shapes, signatures, etc.) acquired with the same
sensor (a camera) is quite difficult and unreliable. We present the
performance of various camera-based biometrics systems in order to have
a qualitative comparison.
4. A comparison of various signature verification and recognition
systems should use only one data set of signatures for performance
evaluation. Unfortunately, there is no publicly available database of
signatures for that purpose and, therefore, the comparison of the
performance of our system with the results presented in the literature
could only be made at a qualitative level. The data sets of signatures that
have been used in our experiments are available for academic use in our
Web site http://www.vision.caltech.edu/mariomu/research/data/.
the performances of other similar camera-based recognition
systems presented in the literature.
The experimental results show that the parameterization
of the signatures is quite critical for achieving low error
rates. The best performance is obtained by parameterizing
the signatures with affine arc-length, using the harmonic
mean of several similarity measures as the classification
parameter. From the results of the experiments, it can be
inferred that shape similarity and causality in the genera-
tion of the signature (arc-length parameterization) are more
important than matching the dynamics of signing (time
parameterization). The causality of the signature, i.e., the
order in which parts are produced, is still valuable and is
used in the DPM paradigm since the correspondence
between signatures is established sequentially. In fact,
causality is the added information that our online system
is using to outperform systems that do comparison from
still pictures of signatures since causality provides the
sequence in which matching between signatures would be
performed. This information is vital in establishing corre-
spondence between strokes that cross each other and is
difficult to extract from a picture of a signature.
We have also shown that the use of duplicate examples
provides a better estimation of the generalization error, given
that we know that our algorithm has to be invariant to a
certain transformation. In our experiments, we used only
time origin shifting and horizontal and vertical affine scaling
as the transformation class. A full affine transformation could
be used to generate duplicate examples provided that a
reasonable range of the parameters of this transformation
could be estimated from the training data.
The signature verification and recognition algorithms
could be made more robust by adding more global
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Fig. 19. Worst verification performance cases. Subjects with verification error rate greater than 5 percent. The three first subjects are from set 1 and
the three last are from set 2. The plots show a visually-acquired signature, the corresponding prototype, a falsely rejected signature, and a falsely
accepted skilled forgery. In the first four cases, high error rates correspond to signatures that are very simple and therefore easy to forge. The last two
cases correspond to a subject (s026) whose signatures present a high degree of variability and to a subject (s048) for whom rotation normalization fails.
descriptors of the signatures that would allow the system to
discard coarse forgeries. One problem that was not addressed
in the present scheme is dealing with dramatic changes in
scale and it is one of the areas of further research, as well as the
development of better similarity measures.
All biometric techniques have false accepts generated by
the imperfections of the classification method or by errors in
the acquisition device. However, behavioral biometric
techniques, such as signature verification, compared with
physiological biometric techniques, such as fingerprint
verification or face recognition, have the additional dis-
advantage that a forger with enough information about the
true signature and with enough training could deceive the
algorithm. This weakness is inherent to all behavioral
biometrics and may or may not be important depending on
the particular application. In our system, the pen-up
portions of the signatures decrease the risk of accepting
skilled forgeries since they are not available to the forger.
Signature verification and recognition could be em-
ployed to replace the use of computer passwords; in this
case, the daily use of the system could make people sign
more consistently and could provide them with a number
that quantifies the variability of the signature. It would also
be possible to have a system in which the user signs with an
ink-less pen, leaving no trace of the signature in order to
prevent possible forgers from knowing it.
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